Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association
Hardship Application Form

Student’s Name: _________________________
School: _____________________________
Sport: _____________________________

Eligibility should also be submitted for the student online through the TSSAA Portal. If the student is a transfer student, please provide the TSSAA Portal Case Number. Case #______________

1. Occupation of the Father: _______________________________________________
   Occupation of the Mother: _______________________________________________
   Occupation of the Guardian if other than parents: ___________________________

2. List information below for brothers and sisters of the student:

   Name     Age     School They Will Attend     Living with whom?
   ____________________________    ________  ____________________________     ____________________________
   ____________________________    ________  ____________________________     ____________________________
   ____________________________    ________  ____________________________     ____________________________

   Special Cases Involving Hardship

3. In submitting a student for consideration under Article II, Section 24 of the TSSAA Bylaws, they must meet all 4 criteria set forth. Please explain how the student meets each of these criteria:

   (a) the circumstances causing the student to fail to satisfy the eligibility rule were unforeseen and unavoidable;

   (b) application of the rule to the student works an undue hardship in light of the unforeseen and unavoidable circumstances;

   (c) application of the rule would not accomplish the purpose for which the rule was intended; and

   (d) in the case of a change of schools, the change is for reasons unrelated to participation in athletics.

ATTACH A LETTER FROM THE PRINCIPAL OF THE PREVIOUS SCHOOL AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION RELATING TO THE HARDSHIP CASE.

Signature of Principal of School Requesting Hardship
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